
 

Geometry Topology and GroupTheory

Last time We've learned so much

Certain groups can Icannot act geometrically
on the same graph space

Today There's so much more to learn



Hypwbolic Geometry L

Euclid's Postulates boring
Given a point P not on line L
3 line L throughP notintersectL

Lobachevsky Poincare There is geometry without

Hyperbolic plane
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Which groups act on
1112

For
2 have reflection groups e.g Was

and 7h2

allofthesecoming from tilings

Let's look for filings of 1H



Looking for tiles in 1142
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NT Fregular right angled pentagon

Now tile
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Now have many new gps not QI to EuclideangpsW333etc
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Hyperbolic Groups in la Gromov

A space is f hyperbolic if for any triangle
the d neighborhoods of two sides together contain

the 3rd side

µ

Fast HE is orhyperbolic F log 2

J hyp is a QI invt fundgpofSz is d hyp



TwoTheoremsof Gromov
g

Thin Mostgroups are hyperbolic

Thin A group is 8 hyp
Geome

its word problem is
solvable

in linear time Gwqth



Whydoes fund gpof 52 have lineartimeSdn to WP

Any closed loop in Cayley

graph must use36 sides

of a single octagon
id

So can replace word oflength

6 with wordof length 2
SHORTENING



Bridgon

Herethere

bedragons


